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Julius Chambers
Visits Law School
As DeRoy Fellow

By Tony Ettore
"President Reagan has appointed 350 judges, and they are
reshaping the judiciary - this is becoming a troubling issue,"
said Julius Chambers, as he was spealting to a group of about
twenty students that gathered in the Lawyers Club Lounge
last Wednesday afternoon to hear him speak.
Chambers, the Director of the NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund, was at the Law School last week as the 1988
Helen L. DeRoy Fellow. Chosen for his achievements as a
lawyer and person, Chambers, the litigator in Swann u. Charlotte-Mecklenberg and many other civil rightscases,joins a list
of distinguished Fellows which includes former Supreme

Court Justice Potter Stewart, the Fellow for 1981.
Chambers spent two hectic days bounding from meeting
to meeting, delivering three lectures along the way. These
were given to Professor Estep's 14th Amendment class on
Tuesday, to the Welfare Law class of Professor Lehman, and
to the combined Constitutional Law classes of Professors
Schauer and Deveney on Wednesday.
Awarded the fellowship to enrich the educational experience of the students at the Law School, Chambers did not
waste any time with preliminaries. In talking to the Consitutitional Law classes he began emphatically, "The Supreme
see NAACP page TIDRTEEN
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Bencivengo, Kennedy Argue For TO Honors
By Keri Chenoweth
Cathy Bencivenga walked away with top
honors during Monday's final Moot Court
Arguments. Bencivengo led her team to first
place in the oral argument (the Campbell
Award) andsharedtheBestBriefAward with
her partner, Aldebaran Enloe.
First place for oral argument (the
Campbell Award) in the 64th Campbell Competition was also awarded to the team of Kevin
Kennedy and William Odie. Second place was
awarded to the team of Kenneth Seavoy and
Michael Wendorf and the team of Aidan
Synnott and Nicholas Stasevich. Judge Cornelia Kennedy (of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit) announced the
decision of the court at the Campbell Awards
banquet in the Lawyer's Club, following the
argument and a reception in Hutchins Hall.

Also at the banquet, Judge Betty Fletcher
(of the United States Court ofAppeals for the
Ninth Circuit) awarded the S. Anthony Benton Best Brief Award to Bencivenga and
Enloe. Kennedy and Odie were awarded Best
Semi-Final Brief, while Best Quarter Final
Brief went to Alison Kean and Bruce
Campbell.
Former Judge for the United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York and renown legal writer Marvin Frankel
gave the keynote address at the banquet for
the competitors, professors and local leaders.
The issues debated centered around the
constitutionality of statutes which forbid
contracts compensating surrogate mothers
and the use ofbest interest tests to decide who
retains custody of children procreated from
such contracts.

All four speakers appeared pleased with
their performances before the packed Room
100 crowd. Kevin Kennedy, who was the last
to speak, stated he thought the judges had
been "easier on me than they Were on Aidan."
He went on to state that, "I would never do this
again...but I had a lot of(un."
Finalist Michael Wendorf said he
thought "the judges were very engaged and
the questions very compelling." He added,
"We had anticipated the arguments of the
panel", however and hadn't felt caught offguard.
Also, finalist Aidan Synnott stated he felt
"the questions were to the point and the
judges seemed to know the brief." Overall, he
enjoyed the experience as well.
After a delay of fifteen minutes, the fivejustice court entered and the debate began.

Cathy Bencivenga and Aldebaran Enloe
opened for the plaintiffs seeking enforcement
of the surrogacy contract and custody of"Baby
Q". Bencivengo, who broke tradition by wearing a pink suit, presented a confident argument for her team, neatly distinguishing the
adverse "Baby M" decision by limiting it to its
facts.
Next, Michael Wendorf and Kenneth
Seavoy argued for the defendant surrogate
mother. Wendorf argued his team's case and
firmly asserted the court should uphold the
"dignity of the individual in the birthing process... and values in thefamilyrelationship", by
holding for the fictional defendant, Mrs. Peterson.
After a brief recess, the Court heard again
heard arguments for the plaintiff, this time
see FINALISTS page
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RG Will Miss Old Staffers SFF Gives $$$
Today's paper is the end of publication oftheRes Gestae for
the 1987-88 academic year. More significantly to those of us
who produce this sheet for your edification, amusement and
mental stimulation, it also marks the last issue for our third
}ear editors and staffers. Ergo, we'd like to say a word about
:hem in parting.
At the top of the list is our Editor-in-Chief, Reid J. Rozen.
Reid has guided the RG for 1-112 years, and served before that
as the Opinion Editor. In addition to writing the official
editorials that appear on page two, Reid has been responsible
for many of the entertaining feature articles that have graced
our pages during his tenure. He has also been a favorite
perfonner in the University of Michi!{an Gilbert and Sullivan
Society, and plays the meanest game of Crystal Quest we've
ever seen.
Bradley "Bad Brad" Lane, Bob Mullen, Mike Newdow,
~tike Cramer and Doug Graham have held editorial positions
at the Res Gestae. Brad served as Managing Editor in the
Winter 1986 term. Doug was the main author of the popular
"Law in the Raw" column for the past two years. When not
busying themselves at the RG eating pizza, Brad and Doug
enjoyed spending their leisure time at some rag called the
Journal of Law Reform, serving as Managing Editor and
Editor-in-Chief, respectively.
Bob Mullen held the title of Features Editor before this
tenn. Truth was, that except for Rozen, he was the Features
Department. His wit was seen also in our alter-ego, the lndi
Geatae.

Mike Cramer, our car- ~~;;:;;;;•;i;;;;:~iiiiii~;;;;;::;;:;;;:;:.-"]
toonist, shared his gift of art
and satire on our editorial
page and in special features
such as today's "class notes".
He also designed pictures to go
with stories, at a moment's
notice, still well done.
Mike Newdow served the
RG as Business Manager.
Often a thankless and unseen
job, Mike's good work is evident by the reduction in bill
collectors circling our office
and the fact that we are still in
business.
Rozen: He's leaving the
Graduating
staff RG, which explains t he
members include Vince Hess,
smile.
who among assignments ran
the NCAA tournament in the past. Some departing staffers
are not active now, but made valuable and appreciated
contributions previously. Those include Betsy Grimm and Tim
Thompson.
Paul Czamota will be talting over the reins as editor-inchief, starting in August. John "Jocko" Knappmann will
continue in the post of managing editor. Other positions of
great trust and resonsibility will be decided on as the fall
semester commences.

l

By Lisa Batey
A record 42 students have been promised funding for
their summer public interest jobs by Student Funded Fellowships (SFF), and seven additional students have been
placed on a waiting list to be funded if the faculty allocates
some money at their upcoming meeting.
"We're funding more people than any other law school
has ever funded," noted SFF Board member Holly Fechner.
So far, SFF has received pledges or checks for approximately $35,000-the highest total ever. In addition to
increased student support, the number offacultymembers
contributing has tripled over past years; approximately 20
faculty members have given money so far, and contributions continue to trickle in.
Despite such success, applications are up by a higher
percentage than contributions, and SFF at present is
unable to replicate its success oflast year, when all applicants whose jobs met the SFF criteria were funded. In
1987, 29 applicants were eligible for funding; this year,
that total is 49-a 70% increase.
A proposal will be entertained at the next faculty
meeting to allocate funds to cover the needs of the seven
students who remain on the wait list. Fechner was pleased
that the successful fund drive "raised student awareness"
of the public interest career field, but concluded that "the
school [administration) could do more.•
As usual, the students being funded by SFF will fill a
variety of public interest jobs, across the socio-political
see SFF page THIRTEEN
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Teed Off
THE YEAR Is ENDrNG with uncommonly good

Knappntan's "Legal" Answer to
Mr. Blackwell

weather to put us all in a positive frame of
mind for final exams. The administration,
however, characteristically is finding a way
to dampen what little enthusiasm we may
By J ocko Knappmann
have.
Looming largest is the petty niggling
One veryimportantaspectofsummer employment that is
not
given
the attention it deserves is what to wear. I'm sure
concerning the orientation program. This
·that
there's
some Law Review dweeb out there somewhere
program has not only been an important
who can reel off the distant relatives of the every partner at
service to those souls who wander, wide- "his" legal factory but is basically clueless when it comes to
eyed and innocent, into Michigan Law how he's presenting himself from an appearance perspective.
School, but a point to establish friendships It is with this thought in mind, and wanting to help J ohn Q.
within and between the classes. The Dweeb, that I therefore present this admittedly rather opin·
school's decision not to give out t-shirts to ionated exposition on proper attire to the office.
Rule 1) LOOK AROUND YOU AND GET A CLUE AS TO
orientation leaders can only be seen as
WHAT OTHER PEOPLE ARE WEARING. This is first
cheap. These people give their time, 'rear- because it is the most important rule. I even wrote it in big
range their schedules to be in Ann Arbor capital letters. You gotta know the terrain before you decide
early for the meetings and the orientation, how you're gonna navigate it. If you are at Old, Stodgy &
and then make themselves available after Conservative, then your totally tripindicular cowboy boots
the term begins, usually, for the first years. will mess up your life a lot quicker than even forgetting to get
In return, the leaders get the personal satis- around to a draft brief. Law firms always have lots of extra
briefs laying around. On the other hand, the Wall Street look
faction from having done the right thing might raise suspicion if you're summering at the SEC.
and a t-shirt. The only lasting memento, of
Rule 2) See Your Future; Look Your Future. The image
course, being the latter.
you want to project is that, appearance-wise, you are already
The administration has deemed budget· an associate who just didn't get around to leaving during the
ary strictures so overwhelming that it can- summer. Or you're already a prosecutor and can't wait to nail
the next scum who gets caught. Dress like a lawyer, not a
not give this token. We find it implausible overly
legal Kelly girl.
that the law school cannot dig deep and
Rule 3) Break Away. On the other hand, don't be afraid
come up with the $250 this gesture would to be a little different so as to set yourself apart from the rest
entail. The parsimony of the administra- of the crowd. Maybe suspenders on a semi-regular basis.
tion is particularly misplaced when we Maybe a neck scarf with an attractive broach. Probably not
remember that it depends on the free help of both at once. You want to impress people, not duress them.
Rule 4) Beware the VISA Monster. Be careful ofspending
dedicated individuals to present a positive too much money on clothes. It's an easy trap to fall into,
image of the Law School. If those individu- getting a regular paycheck and all. For men, three or four suits
als do not get a fair shake from the Law is enough to get by on. Then again, I've got six and enough ties
School, it is conceivable that the incoming to be different every day all summer, so I shouldn't get too
students' first impression of this institution preachy about this point.
Rule 5) Dark Blue Suit Rules. NOBODY can go wrong in
will be tinged by this gratuitous ingrati- a dark blue suit. It makes short people look taller. It makes
tude.
heavy people thinner. Everybody who hires and evaluates
loves it, or at least likes it. If you don't have one, get one next.
Rule 6) White Shirts Rule. They really do. Those needing

to look more authoritative can make a big change by going
white. Besides, they really do look awesome.
Rule 7) Feet Matter, too. Two pairs of shoes, at least.
Shoes that are worn every day wear out lot faster. Like, the
leather needs to breathe and rest up, dig? Alternate two a nd
you won't have to pay for a third.
Rule 8) Be Prepared. If you're a Dude, keep an extra tie
handy for when you spill gravy and stuffall over the one you're
wearing. If you're a Dudette, then don't wear a tie and preempt the possibility.
Rule 9) No Minis. No. No. No.
Rule 10) Think Yiddish, Dress British. I don't know what
in the world this means, but I always come across it as a piece
ofsage advice, which I'm therefore passing along for whatever
weight you might care to give it.
Rule ll) TasselsNoCanDo. Wing-tips are classic. Pennyloafers are playfully stylish if worn in moderation. But I hate,
loathe, and generally have nothing but negative feelings for
shoes with tassels on them. They look ridiculous. I have yet
to see a single pair, at any price, that I liked. Never ever uhuh no way. And I never will. I'm sure of it.
Rule 12) Ditch Flowery Dresses. I see absolutely nothing
wrong with women wearing dresses to the office. Some of my
best friends wear dresses. But, just like I'd somehow find a
way to leave my black fedora with a white band at home, I
expect other people to be able to exercise some modicum of
restraint. Flowery dresses look beautiful. They also look
hippie-ish and belong on an English Poetry grad student, not
someone working in a real job.
Rule 13) Wear Clean Clothes. Or else nothing can help
you.
Rule 14) Leg Patterns Maybe Okay. We're talking stuff
like men's socks with pindots on them, or stockings with
muted patterns. Moderation, not the results of the new fash·
ion wave toward women's fishnet stockings that go to mid·
thigh but not quite up to the hem.
Rule 15) Drunk Means Dress No Matter. If you're a t the
senior partner's horne and get trashed and spill beer all over
his/her Ming vase, then it doesn't really matter whether you're
in a blue suit or blue jeans. Either way, you're History.

a

There you have it. St:Yle is more than a matiter'of going
only to the Polo racks. It's wayoflife. Live. the aieain. . - .

a
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Opinion
The Year in Review: Roses and Thorns
By Robert Goldberg
The final issue ofa newspaper is the appropriate place to
reflect on events past, praising the year's winners and scold·
ing the year's losers. So in the name of ingratiation and
retribution - and secure in the knowledge that I get the last
word- here are my gifl;s of roses and thorns.
One dozen Jong·stemmed red roses go to SFF, this year's
outstanding achiever. Addressing the unconscionably ne·
glected legal needs of the masses, this superbly run organiza.
rion somehow managed- through a brilliant blend of subtle
suasion and aggressive activism- to set a national record in
public·interest funding. It's a promising trend that desper·
ately needs to be nurtured.
Which brings me to this year's runner·up Rose KingDean Lee Bollinger. In his first time at bat in the major
leagues, this rookie dean made his hometown proud. In
setting a tone conducive to public·interest work, Bollinger
contributed to SFF's success and sowed the seeds for a new
wave of idealism to wash away the stale resignation that
consumes Jaw students. A smaller rose goes to Bollinger for
his reasoned, gutsy response to the CIA protest. There's
po:ential in this beachboy ballplayer.
But fat, sticky thorns go to Financial Aid Director Kath·
erine Gottschalk and the entire Michigan faculty for their
deplorable foot dragging in establishing a reaJ.Jive loan·
forgiveness program. In light of SFF's stunning accomplish·
ments, loan forgiveness should be Priority No. 1 among
administrators and faculty members. And there's absolutely
no reason - well, no acceptable reason - why a decent
program, requiring two years of public service instead of the
current 10 - can't be in place by Christmas.
Another pointy, painful thorn goes to the LSSS for unfor·
givably hiking the student tax 50 percent. And no one has
If any student organization or member of the student body
has an issue they would like the Law School Student Senate
to address there are a few new procedures to follow:
1. Present the issue at the Executive board meeting so that
it may be placed on the agenda for the next Senate meeting
(The Executive Board meets every Thursday night at 6:30
p.m. in the LSSS office); or
2. Draft a Jetter or proposal to the Senate which states the
issue you want addressed and either give it to a Senator or
place it in the LSSS mailbox (located on the third floorofHH)
by 6:30 p.m. Thursday in order for it to be placed on the
agenda for the next LSSS meetwg; or
3. Talk to any LSSS Senator and have them present the issue
for you at the Executive Board meeting.
If there is an unforeseen situation that needs immediate
attention the above procedures will be waived and the studentor organization may present the issue before the Senate
without notice.
The annual Crease Ball will be held Friday, April 15th. The
Ball,asemi-formalafTair,costs$31 per couple. That pittance
of a price includes live music by the Oriental Spas, hors
d'oeuvres and an open bar. Single tickets are also available.
'llckets will be on sale Aprilll · 15, 10:00. a.m. ·2:00p.m.
The Ball will start at 8:30 p.m. and will last until approximately 1:00 a .m. All law students and their guests are
Welcome. The Union has promised to be armed with more
alcohol and bartenders this year.
The Law School Student Senate is looking for someone to
serve as a student body representative over the summer.
Duties include being available to answer questions that
students may have (primarily summer starters) and forWarding information when necessary. Benefits include an
office to work in during the summer a.nd the opportunity to
llleeta lot of confused but interesting students. Any student
can ,Siltye .as the liajsop (Tqird years ... the LSSS office is a
l JH,._,
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explained to my satisfaction why fall starters are soaked for
A bloody thorn gores The Michigan Daily, a laughable
summer dues. It's bad enough that our uncreative leaders shame of a newspaper. Michigan deserves better.
can't think of anything better to do with $10,000 than roll up
Another thorn spears Michigan's Board of Regents for
the Lawyers Club carpet, turn down the lights and play setting the Guiness record for the most prolonged presidential
distorted music. It's ludicrous to pay even more for this same search. Thoroughness is one thing, but a year and a half is a
privilege. An additional pin prick goes to the Senate for its little ridiculous. Let's go, folks. Find a beating pulse a.nd call
continuing irrelevance in important Jaw-school matters.
it a day.
Thorn-covered roses go to Ann Coulter and Jerome Pinn,
But there may be a light at the end of this gloomy LSSS
tunnel. A very tentative rose (subject to revocation without two regular contributors to the RG's lively letters page. Roses
notice) goes to the Senate's new president, Danielle Carr, for because their provocative pronouncements inevitably attract
running an energetic campaign and sounding a hint of prom- angry responses, thus keeping the RG in business (see •
ise for the future (such as sending students to faculty meet. Coulter's weekly contribution, page 4). Thorns because, since
ings). Carr seems to have the motivation, and that's half the these ideological soulmates are also real.Jife roommates, they
battle.
could have saved everybody quite a bitoftrouble bycollaborat·
On a personal level, roses go to my two roommates, ing.
Roses go to three critics of mine, David Di Rita, Tony
Klein meyer and Kell, for patiently putting up with an opinionated loudmouth like myself. But thorns go to those same two Tunnell and Hans Massaquoi Jr., for taking the time to write
for disagreeing with me once. And closing the circle by reasoned responses to my outlandish ideas. But a thorn goes
connecting my first column with my last (please pardon the to a fourth critic, Cliff Moore, for sinking to asinine foolishness
inside aside), a white rose gets delivered to one California girl in the attempt.
A bouquet of roses go to those kind-hearted summer
who was mature enough to rise above my petty temper tanstarters whose warm welcome made us fall starters' transition
trums.
Now Jet's talk professors. Prof. Eisenbergreceivesasmall to Michigan so pleasant. And a pink rose goes to Mary White,
thorn for making her students buy "Perspectives on Tort for sharpening our legal-research skills with her carefully
Law," a $12 book that never saw the light of day. A bigger crafted library assignments.
It seems like a long time since my sweaty, 12·hour, non·
thorn jabs Prof. Israel for torturing his students with an eighthour final (to be done in four hours). But an entire florist shop stop (for fear of never restarting) drive to Michigan last
goes to Prof. Syverud for being the clearest, most dedicated August. As I listened nervously to my engine creak and groan,
teacher in world history. And (dare I speak sacrilege?) a tiny my thoughts wandered to a mysterious place called Ann
thorn goes to Yale Kamisar for making it through an entire Arbor, not kno,ving who or what I might find there.
With luck, and a wind at my back, I'll float on home. But
semester of criminal law without mentioning "mens rea."
Prof. Schauer gets a rose for being the good-natured subject of this time an u ncertain future lies behind me. We11 see what
next year's \vind brings in.
The Indi Gestae's funniest moment.

No:t.ices
great place to study for the bar!). If you are interested contact
Danielle Carr by pendaflex, LSSS mailbox or phone (7648998).
The Michigan Law Review seeks to hire three clerks to work
over the summer. Duties \vill include checking citations for
accuracy and form, proofreading, and administrative tasks.
Positions are available for the entire summer and a 40 hour
work week is envisioned. These positions will pay $6.00 per
hour.
Applicants will be asked to complete a three hour citechecking
test and an interview. If hired, they will be compensated for
the time spent completing the test. Applications are now
available and should be returned as soon as possible, but no
later than Thursday, April 21. For additional information,
please contact Steve Englund at 747-4073 (office)or 764·9017
(home).
Any student who will be graduating in May, August, or
December, 1988 may participate in the May 14, 1988 Senior
Day ceremony. If you do plan to participate, it would be
appreciated if you would pick up a registration form from the
receptionist. An ideaofhowmany students plan to participate
and how may guests to expect is needed.
The central campus commencement office is asking the Law
School for one lawstudenttovolunteertocarry theLawSchool
flag during the university commencement exercises which
\vill occur on April 30, 1988. Those interested should see
Sherry Kozlouski in Room 307 HH.
Attention all students interested in founding a student organization geared to the interests and needs of those entering

-.

'

the patent, copyright, trademark or other technology fields of
law should attend an organizational meeting next Tuesday,
Aprill9, in the Lawyer's Club Lounge at 4:30. Goals, plans,
and student interest will be discussed. For more informa·
tion, call 764-9074 and leave a message.

The Quadrangle, the Law School Yearbook, has several Staff
positions available for the 1988·89 year. Positions include
Business Manager, Layout Editor, Copy Editor, Business
Staff, Layout Staff, Photographers, and Graphics. No expe·
rience needed! Interested, leave a note in Christine Drylie's
(1L) pendaflex.
The Michigan Federalist Society will have a Dinner Meeting
on Thursday, April 14, at 6:00 p.m. in the Lawyers Club
Lounge. Professor Carl Schneider will speak on "The Constitutionalization ofSociallssues." All interested Students are
invited. Food and drinks will be served.
FIRST YEARS who are considering joining the Law Review
staff: Join current staff members at a wine and cheese party
on Friday, April 15, from 3 to 6 p.m. in the faculty lounge of
the Lawyer's Club. Pick up an application and ask any
questions you may have about staff selection, the publication
process, etc.
This is the last issue of the Res Gestae for this tenn. Any
submissions turned in will not run until September 7th. So
be warned!
The Law School Sofl;ball tournament will be held this weekend,April16and 17, weather permitting. The Res Gestae NoStarswill surely be the choice of chic observers, though they
will be taking this in a lighter attitude than some others
whom we will not name but will hope wedefeatsowecan say
"nyah, nyah, nyah." Be sure to stop by Elbel field Saturday
or Sunday to watch all the action.
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Letters
Goldberg is Wrong About Jackson for Prez
To t h e Editor:
It is time to say what is crystal clear: J esse Jackson is as
qualified to be president as any other candidate in the race.
The necessary qualifications for the office of the presidency are laid down in the Constitution and they are not the
product of some sharp-tongued first-year law student like
Robert Goldberg.
In a column entitled "Unfulfilled Dreams and Shattered
Hopes" (April 6), Goldberg unleashed a vicious attack on
Jackson that exemplifi es the lack of sensitivity that dwells in
the minds ofsome members of our society. I firmly believe that
everyone should be able to freely express their personal
opinions about a public figure, but I also believe that blatant
insults and vile accusations have no place in our society, let
alone in The Res Gestae.
I am strongly in favor of Jackson's bid for the Democratic
nomination, primarily based on his political involvement
dating back to work with Martin Luther King Jr. Their efforts
during the civil-rights struggle culminated in the landmark
passage of the Ci vii Rights Act of 1964. Jackson also pulled off
the foreign-relations coup ofsecuring the release of an American hostage, and Jackson alone is responsible for the registration of more new voters than all of the other candidates
combined. Of course it is true that Jackson has never held a

Coulter Replies to
her Critics

traditional political office, but it is also true that blacks as a
group have only recently had their voting rights protected.
Nevertheless, a lack of sitting in office did not affect perceptions ofWashington, Grant or Eisenhower, and we should not
treat Jackson any differently.
Goldberg stated in his column: "'t's disturbingly comical
to see the unthinking, reflexive enthusiasm for Jackson
among blacks and white liberals. For many blacks, crude
though this may seem, Jackson's color is wholly determinative
of his appeal. Judging from the blind acceptance of Jackson
among many blacks, I imagine any black candidate would do."
The unsupported ramblings of Goldberg's column are the most
insulting comments that I have heard from any law student
since my enrollment here at Michigan.
Of course many blacks may be more apt to vote for
Jackson possibly because they can better relate to him or
because he is more sensitive to their needs and desires. But
to say that their votes are based on color is a ridiculous
overstatement. When Michael Dukakis receives the majority
of the white votes it's because that is the white voters' political
choice. It's not based on Dukakis's racial classification, and to
say any less of black voters would reflect a double standard.
Concededly some people may be influenced by a sense of
"ebony kinship" when they cast their votes for Jackson, but,

regardless of what Goldberg says, I personally believe that
this is something honorable and not "comical."
Goldberg also made a statement that he may envision as
gracious but I believe it to be "vacuous" when he said, "'
certainly wish a bright, black liberal populist were running for
president."
I would like to reply to that comment by saying that 1
certainly wish a sensitive and reasonable human being had
written your column, Robert Goldberg, and not someone who
seems to be overly occupied with a person's racial classifications and who thinks that he has the right to set an intelligence standard by which people should be judged .
Unfortunately, even though Goldberg's column may represent no one's feelings but his own, it has managed to affect
my personal feelings very adversely. My experience here at
the Law School, to date, has been very pleasurable and the
people I have come in contact with have treated me with
kindness and respect, but it will be very difficult to forget the
unkind way in which Goldberg referred to black voters and his
unfair treatment of a constitutionally qualified candidate for
presidential nomination.
I hope that the RG continues to inform and entertain, but
I think it would serve well to consider the possible impact of
the items chosen for publication.
Tony Tunnell

SFF Grateful to Pledgers

To th e Editor :
The members of the Student Funded Fellowships board funding all of the more than 50 qualified applicants.
SFF's record funding lhisyearcould not have been accomwant to thank everyone who made the 1988 campaign such a
resounding success! Applications from students interested in plished Without the etlorts or many Michigan students ana
public-interest work and donations from other students faculty members. Many thanks to everyone who helped at the
reached record highs this year. Faculty dona tions were also table, who phoned during the phonathon and who generously
To the Editor:
the highest ever, and we will be able to fun d a wide range of pledged a percentage of their summer earnings to help fund
I feel I have been grossly and unfairly characterized in the applicants from all three classes, working in many different thei r fellow students.
responses (Letters, ad nauseam, April 6) to my earlier letter areas of public-interest law.
On behalf of many needy public-interest organizations,
(l\1arch 30). Concededly, my homophobia and red-baiting
Applications from those interested in public-interest SFF wants to thank all of you for helping us to help others!
excited due comment. However, my sexism went wholly work also created a national record - more than any other law
Michelle Bryan, Colin Chapman , Bob Labes,
unnoticed. The implicit suggestion that I might think the school. By the time this letter appears, we will have allocated
Jeff Compton, Holly Fechner, John Stimson,
sexes should be treated equally or that a woman's place is ever funds to the majority of applicants, with the ultimate goal of
Kristin Brink, Mark Pieroni, Laura Schachter
to found outside the home invidiously misrepresents my
views.
Specifically, I refer to my phraseology: "Their schoolmarm lecture on blah, blah, blah .• Surely the use of "schoolmarm" as an epithet indicates a certain contempt for female
schoolteachers. Indeed, I had pointedly avoided the male
date would do.
counterpart "schoolmaster" on the basis of my heartfelt belief To th e Editor:
Well Goldberg said a mouthful! As to whether Jackson is
I would like to respond to Robert Goldberg's column, "Unfulthat it is a greater degradation to be compared to a woman
than to a man. Unlike "schoolmaster,""schoolmarm" connotes filled Dreams and Shattered Hopes" (April6). Unfortunately, qualified, I believe it would have been helpful for Goldberg to
there's so much wrong with what Goldberg said that I really tell us exactly what the qualifications for being President of
a scolding old woman, a harridan, a David Bromfield.
the United States are. Without some reference standard, his
Is blatant sexism no longer capable of provoking the don't know where to begin.
First, however, I'd just like to say that I wish I had a nickel criticism becomes somewhat baseless. Is a J.D. necessary?
fanfare associated with homophobia and red-haiti ng? Does no
task force on sexism exist? Were you people asleep? ("You for every time I've read an article that begins with, "Don't get Perhaps a Ph .D.? Maybe just a B.A. Well, it couldn't be a
people" must be taken to exclude Jay Soled who, not yet me wrong, I'm not a racist, but ..." I swear I'd be the richest college degree because Paul Simon doesn't have one of those,
having learned bisyllabic words, could not have been fairly colored boy in the whole state of Michigan. I get hives every and no one is calling him unqualified. Perhaps he is saying
time·I read those words. Well, thanks to Robert Goldberg, rm that Jackson is unqualified because he's never held national
expected to understand the meaning of"schoolmann.")
Sadly, my complaints do not end here, for I was also off to the dermatologist again. But seriously, I believe in elective office? Well, there is some merit to that position.
accused of engaging in virtually the same smear tactics as Joe giving people the benefit of any doubt, but Goldberg's dis- Unfortunately, blacks have been, becauseofracism, excluded
McCarthy. To this I protest. While I am second to none in my claimer alone won't get him off the hook. I think a closer look from national elective office. (Or perhaps Goldberg believes
admiration for Tailgunner Joe, in my frequent and close at what he said is in order. Perhaps then we can all decide for there simply are no blacks qualified to hold such positions.)
Well, I'm not attempting to answer this question. I'll only
readings of the senator's testimony and speeches I have yet to ourselves the merit, or lack thereof, ofhis statements, and we
say that holding elective office is a nice resume builder, but I
come across a single reference to the Mao Youth League can all decide for ourselves exactly what Goldberg is.
Essentially Goldberg made the following points: 1) Jesse don't believe it is a prerequisite for the presidency. More
(although I do recall having read of an inquiry along the lines
important to me is a man or woman's intellect, his or her
of~And are you still a homophobe, sir?"). This, I assure you, Jackson: a. is unqualified; b. is unscrutinized; c. has a
is my own innovation and I demand credit. (Soled is, of course, "mindless" message; d. blames corporations and the rich for all familiarity with the issues that face the nation, his or her
again excused: While "Mao," "Youth" and "League" are unde- of the world's problems (no exaggeration, this is exactly what compassion for people, his or her leadership ability, and his or
niably monosyllables, one cannot expect the aggressively Goldberg said-go back and see if I'm telling the truth); e. has her dedication to public service. Jesse Jackson certainly
philistine to be familiar with either historical figures or proper alienated jews, "the one ethnic group that faced Bull Connor's measures well under this test. If Goldberg can't look past
water hoses alongside blacks in the heady days of the civil- Jackson's southern accent, and the rhyming phrases that
names.)
Ann Coulter rights movement"; f. can't win the election; g. would destroy were born in the Southern Baptist tradition, then maybe he
the Democratic Party; 2) Goldberg would support a "bright, should just admit that he would feel more comfortable with
black liberal populist"; 3) For many blacks, any black candisee JACKSON page SIX
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Letters
The Time is Now for Jackson Presidency
Cont inued fro m page FOUR
someone more like himselfleading the country. I can respect
someone who can admit that; I can't respect someone who
denigrates as unqualified those people who are different from
himself. Let's move on.
Goldberg also makes the point that Jackson is not scrutinized to the same degree as the other candidates. I don't agree.
I t sounds odd to me that anyone, while the current "Teflon"
president sits in office, should be accused of not being scrutinized. (I mean, in Reagan's last press conference he said that
there wasn't a race problem in South Africa, that it really was
a "tribal matter." Oh brother! I guess it's the white tribes
against the black tribes.) Butl11 be fair. Just because Reagan
has escaped scrutiny doesn't make it all right for others to
escape scrutiny. Two wrongs don't make a right, and all that.
In any case, Jackson has been interviewed more than any
other candidate in history. Jackson has been under a microscope for the last twenty years. He is constantly called upon
to answer questions like, "What does Jesse want?" He wants
to win, damn it!
I think thatJackson's political longevity is a monument to
his ability to withstand scrutiny. In recent days, however, Pve
heard more and more talk that Jesse's "numbers don'tadd up,"
that his economic policies may be a bit "voodoo"-like (remember that term?). Well, I'm the first to say that Jackson should
be scrutinized along with the other candidates. However, if
the hard questions are not being asked, I hardly think that
Jackson is to blame. lf the other candidates are afraid to
alienate the black vote then too bad for them. Jackson has
voiced many unpopular opinions over the years, sacrificing his
popularity with some groups. It's wrong to say that he
promises everything to everyone. He let's all of us know just
where he stands. Don't think that Jackson doesn't know it is
unpopular to meet with Castro, and don't think he doesn't
know it's not always popular to stand up for abortion and gay
rights. But he does it. And he makes no bones about it. If the
other candidates are ducking these or related issues, then it is
they who need to be scrutinized.
Goldberg also attacks Jackson's position that corporations
should be subjected to higher tax rates, and that the military
budget should be cut. He calls this an attack on "mythical
objects of collective hate.• Well, I don't know what's so
mythical about multinational corporations and an overblown
military budget. Indeed, taxing corporations to a greater
extent may be a radical view, if only because few have had the
guts to challenge the military-industrial complex. It might, or
it might not, be sound economic policy. It might even get
Jesse's head blown off. But to dismiss this viewpoint - the
viewpoint of mHlions of Americans (white, black, red, brown,
yellow, etc.)·- as "'blame-a-faceless-enemy' politics,"is simply
arrogant. Putting the shoe on the other foot, Goldberg leaves
us with no inkling as to what exactly is wrong with Jackson's
policies. If the numbers don't add up then why doesn't
Goldberg produce the numbers that do. Once again, he's just
another person screaming that Jackson isn't being scrutinized, but he's not taking the time to do the research .
Whenever I see so much unsubstantiated criticism coming
from a supposedly educated person, i.e. a person who s upposedly has been trained to document and substantiate, I begin to
question the critic's motives. Is Goldberg really criticizing the
man's views, or is he really criticizing the man? As to
Jackson's supposedly anti-corporate, anti-military stance,
Goldberg seems somewhat confused. On the one hand, he
says, "Now I'm certainly no apologist for corporate rapists,
greedy aristocrats and thick-skulled generals" (these are
mighty strong words Rob!). But, in the same paragraph he
says, "Those evil multinational corporations employ millions
of grateful workers; the piggish rich contribute much to the
prosperity in this country, and taxing the hell out of them (or,
I should say, us) will probably make everybody a whole lot
worse off." He goes on to point out that the admittedly
"swollen" defense budget provides jobs for working-class
Americans.

What's it going to be Rob? Are you against taxing the
"greedy aristocrats," or aren't you? Are you giving us a hint
that you are one of the greedy aristocrats? You used the word
"us" to say that we, the Res Gestae readership, are the rich
who will be taxed. Well, speak for yourself. Ifyou're rich, and
Jackson might tax the crap out of you, and you don't like it,
admit it! I can respect that. But don't attack his position as
"mindless." Also, Rob, where are your numbers? You said
Jackson's tax policies will "probably" make everybody a whole
lot worse ofr. Numbers Rob, numbers.
Moving on. Goldberg points out that Jackson has aliena ted
Jews, an ethnic group which, Goldberg correctly points out,
stood alongside blacks during the GO's civil-rights movement.
Whether or not Jews were the only group to stand by blacks,
as Goldberg states, or were simply one of the groups that stood
by blacks, Jackson's comments were totally out of line, and I
would even go so far as to say unforgiveable. If any presidential candidate used the word "nigger" I'd be through with him.
Whether the J ewish people should forgive Jackson is completely up to them. I will not plead his case. I know this much:

"Don't blame Jackson for the
death of the Democratic party.
Racism has killed the party."
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;.,
There has never been a people as forgiving as black Americans. We supported the presidential candidacy of George
Wallace in heavy numbers. His old ways were not forgotten ,
but his apologies and reformed manner were seen as true acts
of contrition. Each Jewish person will have to ask him/herself
whether he can forgive.
Goldberg asks the question, "Why aren't the names Mickey
&:hwerner and Andy Goodman - two Jews who gave their
lives fora cause that was not their own-- seared intoJackson's
conscience ... ?" Interestingly, J ackson mentioned exactly
these two slain civil-rights workers a t his recent rally at
Crisler Arena, and before that, at the 1984 Democratic convention. What is most scary (and telling) about Goldberg's
comment is that he clearly does not consider the civil-rights
struggle to be a cause of the Jewish people. Goodman and
Schwerner died for a cause not their own, eh? Well, I guess,
by the same misguided reasoning one could say that all those
black soldiers who gave their Jives in WWII trying to free the
Jewish people from the grips of the Nazi Holocaust gave thei r
lives for a cause not their own. Give me a break. That's cra.zy.
If Goldberg thinks that anti-Semitism didn't exist in the GO's,
is now dead or that it is nota civil-rights issue, he better wake
up and smell the coffee. To a very great degree, we all are, aod
have been, in this thing together .
Goldberg believes in "result over principle." And therefore, becau5eJesseJaekss>n,a~cbrdingtoGoldberg,can'twin,
no one should support him. "A Jackson candidacy would push
the Dem,ocratic part~ beyond he fringe of respectability," h e
saf s, 'and would, "sound tl\e dea th knell for the Democratic ..
party." My question is, would a Jackson candidacy kill the
Democratic party, or is the Democratic party already dead?
J ackson's presence certainly creates a dilemma for the party,
there is no doubt about that. Many fear that J ackson will take
the black vote away if he doesn't get what he wants. Maybe he
should. Goldberg says that for many blacks, Jackson's color is
wholly determinative ofhis appeal. Judging from their "blind
acceptance" of him, Goldberg continues, "I imagine any black
candidate would do: Wrongo Rob. If that were the case, I
think we'd have seen a lot of black presidential candidates
before this election. You see, J esse Jackson -- too many people
fail to realize -- is more than j ust a black candidate, and it
insults the intelligence of black voters to say that many of us
vote for J ackson simply because he is black. His blackness is
without a doubt a factor, but it is not dispositive of the issue.

Jackson has been in black folks' corner for a long time, and
many of us appreciate that. That is the fact that Goldberg fails
to recognize.
Blacks have supported white candidates in every presidential election thus far (i.e. every election in which we were
allowed to vote). And even when we've wound up on the
winning side, we rarely have gotten the attention and r espect
that we feel we have earned. Why is it that even in Democratic
administrations we never hold significant positions? Why is it
that before Jimmy Carter, no Democratic president appointed
any significant numbers of blacks to the federal bench? Don't
blame Jackson for the death of the Democratic party. Racism
has killed the party. Blacks are simply saying, Republican or
Democrat in the White House, we aren'tgoi ngtogetour needs
attended to unless we vote in someone who car es for us.
Remember, blacks used to vote overwhelmingly Republican.
but the Republican Party didn't answer our needs. So we
moved on. The Democrats might Jearn the same painful
lesson. In short, Robert Goldberg, we don't owe our votes to
either party. We've been taken for granted a bit too long.
I can understand Goldberg's result-oriented leaning. H e
wants a Democrat to win, and he doesn't believe Jackson car.
do the trick. I can respect that, but that view is not for
everybody. I've never heard of an instance where any other
long-shot candidate was told he should not run. Pete D uPont
ran, as did Al Haig and Bruce Babbit. What did they want?
Did they really think they were going to win? Why shouldn't
Jackson run, and run to win. If Jackson shouldn't run then
that means that blacks renlly have no place in national
politics, at least not up front. It's 6'1'eat when J ackson registers
two million new voters for the Democrats, as he did. I t's great
when those same new voters provide the margin of victory for
eight southern Democratic senators (not one of wh om r eceived
the majority of the white vote in his state), who then go on to
defeat the Reagan nomination of Robert Bork. But when it
comes down to Jackson's candidacy, he will "push th e party
beyond the fringes of respectability," according to Goldberg.
No, I just can't accept that.
I'm from Chicago, where the late Mayor Harold Washington had to fight ofT similar questions concerning electability.
Washington had been a precinct captain, a state representative, a state senator and a United States congressman. He
earned his law degree from Northwestern, and had spent
almost 50 years as a public servant. Yet, in a city where no:
having a high-school education has never been an impedimen~
to holding the mayorship, everyone said that Harold was
unelectable. He won. Goldberg says he'd vote for a bright,
black liberal populist. But would you really Rob? That person
wouldn't have as good a chance as Jackson. So there goes your
whole theory ofresultover principle. I think it's fair for me to
say that black people are tired ofhearingabout unelectability.
Be glad that many of us still have the courage and resilience
to fight within a system that has not always dealt wi th us in
a fair-and-square manner. If blacks stop voting altogether,
it'll be because we've totally lost faith in this system of
government, and that we feel America is no longer our country

too.
Robert, I'm not going to get into the game of name calling
and finger pointing, although you did stick your ass out for
everyone to see (don't blame me for that). You might be a
racist, and you might not be. There are so many shades of
gray. The sun will rise tomorrow with or without your opinion
(with or without mine too, for that matter). I don't trunk you'd
ever call me "nigger." I believe you'd probably letmemoveinto
your neighborhood without slashing my garden hoses. (I don·:
know if you'd let my son marry your daughter.) But what does
it matter, anyway? What I do know is that you don't know
much about the significance of the Jackson candidacy, especially from the perspective of his black supporters (or, for tha:
matter, from the perspective ofhis white supporters). And you
certainly don't understand much about black folks in general.
Ha ns Massaquoi Jr.
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RG staff writer Lisa Batey recently spoke with Professor
Jeffrey Lehman , a new member 0f the faculty. ,
Q. You graduated from this law school, and now you ve come
back to teach. You must've liked it here.
A. Absolutely.
.
?
Q After graduation you clerked for Justice Stevens.

~ FirstlclerkedforJudge Coffin, who was ChiefJudge of the
First Circuit Court of Appeals at that time, and then I went to

Washington to clerk for Justice Stevens.
Q. And after a year with Justice Stevens, you went to work for
Caplin and Drysdale?
A. Right. And I was there for four years; the _first two y~ars
1practiced full-tim e, the l~st two ye~rs I practiced part-time.
My second child was born 1n May of 85, and so I cut back my
hours and Diane started working at a different law firm. We
11·orked out a schedule so that one or the other of us was with
the kids almost all the time.
Q. And Caplin and Drysdale didn't balk at the idea of a parttime attorney?
A. No, I was really qui te surprised. I came to them with this
complex schedule worked out They asked me if I'd th_ought
about it, ifl was sure this was what I wanted to do. lsrud yes;
they said okay.
Q. How does it affect your partnership track progression? Or
did you know at the time that you would be leaving to begin
Ciaching?
A. Well, I'd always planned to come back and teach. But it
would not have affected partnership. In all, things worked
~ery, very well. My clients used to cany around my schedule
111th them, so they knew when I would be in.

A. I think it has worsened during the Reagan years. It's
harder to make sense of the different signals that the system
sends to poor people in this country than it was eight years ago.
Even beyond that, we are, as a nation, becoming more and
more aware of the special problems of the urban poor and of the
homeless, and we are discovering that those problems are not
easily solved, which has led to a lot of academic interest in
these subjects and a lot oflegislative interest in trying to do
something to make the situation better.
Q. Do you think these problems are addressed by anyone of
the current slate of Presidential candidates?
A. Actually, yes. Without endorsing anyone, I would say that
welfare reform and the problems of the urban poor figure
prominently in the campaigns of at least two of the Democratic
candidates. J esse Jackson has targeted drug abuse and the
family structure as major issues. Michael Dukakis has urged
that his welfare reform plan that was implemented in Massachusetts during his administration be made a national program.
Q. And was that a good program?
A. By all accounts it was a good program.
Q. The people I've spoken with in your Welfare Law course
think that it's a good course; a few, at least, have commented
that the workload is extremely heavy. Do you perceive that
you've given a heavy workload?
A. Yeah, I feel kind ofguilty about that. That's one of the risks
that you take when you decide to take a course from a rookie.
On the other hand, I think that the amount of material that
one really should cover in an introductory welfare law course
is broad enough that almost any welfare law course is going to
seem more demanding than the typical law school course. I
in a big city. Even within the range ofhigh-paying law firms
in big cities, I think people a re starting to ne~lect the sm~ller
firm. I know that my own personality surv1Ved better m a
small firm than it wou ld have in a larger firm. I felt more
comfortable asking for new things, proposing that things be
done differently.
Q. What other changes have you noticed here since your
student days?
A. I think that the quality oCintellectuallife for the studen:s
has actually improved somewhat since I was here. I don t
remember as many guest speakers being brought to the l~w
may have gone overboard this year.
school by student organizations back then as I see now. I m
Q. Do you ta)<e a differen~ approach to teaching Tax than
pleased by that.
.
.
Professor Kahn?
•·• ·
,:.
Perhaps because of my mvolvement ~~h th~ Ad-hoc
A. It's hard to say. I had ProfessOr Kahn forT~ I ilnd Tax II,
Committee on Minorities, I'm especially sensttive to 1ssues of
and he has influenced my approach to teaching the sugject
race relations at the University, which in some ways have
quite heavily. I think both of us rely fairly heavi~yon p:oblems
deteriorated since I was a student, but in some ':'ays have
in teaching the course. I am probably a httle b1t more
improved. There's a lot more explicit attention gwen to the
enamored of what the economists have to say about the tax
ways in which whites and non-whites interact here, now, than
system than he is, but only a little pit.
.
was being given when I was a student, and certainly much
Q. The other courses you teach seem to have more a
more than is given in corporate America to that sort of
theoretical and philosophical bent. Do you bring that into Tax
question. And that, to me, is encouraging.
at all?
Q. A recentRG "Law in the Raw" featured an anecdote a?<>ut
A. Yes, I try to. I have students read at least excerpts of one
a judicial clerk who inserted Talking Heads song titl~s
of the great books of tax theory, which was written by Henry
throughout an opinion. I have no concept of how a clerks~p
Simons in the 1930's. I tell students early on that I have what
works, how much a judge re~ly does and how much free rem
I call a Unified Field Theory offederalincome tax;tion. I won't
a clerk has.
tell you what that theory is, and how it manages to enco~pass
A. The two chambers were run very differently, but were
something as complex as the Internal Revenue Code, m five
similar in some ways. In both chambers, the ju dge~ pref~':ed
simple principles; but if you take the course you find out that
to communicate orally with tre clerks rather than m wnting.
I probably cheat a little bit. , ~
.
Before a case was argued, we'd have a chance to sit down, all
Q. Your name was mentioned as one of the professors
of the clerks together with the Judge or Justice, talk through
concerned with the results of Professor Chambers' report.
the arguments, reach some tentati ve concl usi~ns, an~ formuA. I am concerned. tthink that oqe of the wonders of a law
late questions that seemed to get at the tough tssues In cases.
degree is ihatjt opens many different kinds_ of door~. I am
After the case was assigned, Judge Coffin would have a
concerned that students here are getting the 1mpress1on that
clerk write a first draft, which he would then edit heavily.
only one type of door is considered an important one to go
Justice Stevens wrote all his own first drafts. At that time, he
through. Most of the faculty here believes that there are man_y
was the only justice who wrote all his own first drafts of
different ways to lead a successful career in the law, and tf
opinions. Sometimes they would not be as detailed as he
eveT)·one is choosing the same one, I at least worry that people
wanted, but I think he felt it gave him the discipline to work
are feeling pressured to make a choice that they might not
through the argument that he wanted to make, and to work
otherwise wish to make.
through the record, to make sure he was really comfortable
I'm not quite s ure what the answer is. Obviously, ~ition
with it himsPlf. He would then give the draft to the clerks, who
is high here. People leave with lots of debts, and the qu1ckest
would then edit it as heavily as they thought appropriate. I
way to pay them offis to work fora really high-payinglawfirm

"Most of the faculty here believes that there are many different ways to
lead a successful career in the law, and if everyone is choosing the
same one I at least worry that people are feeling pressured to make a
~hoice that they might not otherwise wish to make."
·
Q. That's great-maybe you broke ground for somebody else.
Well, actually, there are now two other lawyers working
art-time at Caplin. That was actually the major drawback,
f there was a drawback, to coming back to Ann Arbor.
ecause now I'm working full-time and don't get to see my
amily as much.
.So, what made you decide to come backntthispoint in ti me?
There were several things that went into it. I guess, si nce
aw school, I'd always thought seriously about wanting to
orne back and teach. I was enjoying practice a lot, more than
'd expected I would, but the two real attractions of teaching
hat ultimately won out were that I could choose what sorts of
opics I wanted to think about, and the opportunity to raise a
amily in a city of less than a million people was a real
ttraction.
. You said part of the attraction was that you could choose
he problems and topics that interest you. So the courses you
ach are in those areas?
.. Yes, I expect to teach Tax, Welfare Law, and Wealth
edistribution every year, at least as long as students keep
igning up. I find all of those areas incredibly interesting....
think allla\vyers should have some exposure to both Tax and
\'elfare. As I told my students in the first day of class in
'elfare Law, there is a surprisingly high likelihood that any
ldividual, or a family member of that individual, or a close
;end of that individual will at some point come in contact
vith some aspect of the federal transfer system. The public
Qlicyquestions raised by welfare reform legislation and tax
efonn leg~slation in the past two or three years say a great
!~al about how we define ourselves as a society. Since Ia wyers
te people with unusual prestige, power and influence, they
'hould be reasonably well educated about the most important
uestions that effect society.
· Do you the the welfare programs are in ~ bad state, and
ave they worsened during the Reagan prestdency?
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Commentary
U-M Law Students
Represent Cuban
Detainees
By Tony Ettore
Last November the images ofriot wracked federal prisons
were of utmost concern in the media. The focus was on the
sensational, the newsworthy, like the billowing smoke and the
pained looks on the faces of relatives of hostages. Sure, it was
a tragedy that people were held against their will, that was the
whole point! Many of the Cubans in Atlanta and Oakdale,
Louisiana were being held just because they were excludable
aliens. Most had come to America in the Marie} boatlift, been
released into society, and committed a crime. Yet after they
served their sentence, and were paroled, they were seized by
the Imnugration and Naturalization Service before being
released, and their immigration parole status was revoked.
Subsequently, federal courts ruled that the INS has the power
to detain excludable aliens indefinately.
Therefore almost 4,000 Cubans have been wasting away
in prison, often in lockdown conditions, awaiting year after
year of uncertainty and inaction. So they rioted. What they
achieved was the promise of a fair and equitable review to
determine if they would be released intosociety. Thus Project
Due Process, a joint effort of the Coalition to Support Cuban
Detainees and the National Center on Institutions and
Alternatives, was begun to provide the Cubans with representation during their hearings. Pursuant to this project,
Professors Aleinikoff and Reingold organized about twenty
Law School students to represent detainees in their hearings
at the Milan Federal Correctional Institute.
Last week, students, in groups of two, interviewed the
detainees, and reviewed their files. Many of the detainees
spoke little English so translators were often also present.
Though the detainees wore handcuffs, and federal marshals
w~re within eyesight at all times, the interviews were anything but confrontational. The detainees were excited that
they were going to get a hearing, and pleased that they would
have representation. Both rays of hope in what had surely
become a life of darkness.
Most ~fthe interview time was spent in reviewing what
appeared In the file and in counseling the detainee on the
procedure in the hearing. Honesty, frankness, and demeanor
were emphasized so as to create a sitution where the INS
panel members would be least able to seize upon a factor with
which to deny release.
The students had been counseled in their one hour
traning session and in the supplementary materials that the
panel would attempt to trick the detainee into admissions or
cite "incidentsa from his file which be may not even be aware.
However, the hearings held last Friday were quite the contrary.
. "The panel members were as ~ngenial as they could be,"
SaJd lLJon Englander, who represented a detainee on Friday.
"They seemed genuinely interested in the truth and in allowing the detainee an opportunity to speak in his behalf. We had
certainly been prepared for a more prosecutorial scenario "he
said.
'
The representatives were allowed to interject comments
in the detainee's defense in order to clear up any confusion
tha~ ~ay have arisen and to present a briefclosing statement,
outbrung the reasons why the detainee should be released.
~e representatives also were allowed to submit any informatiOn that they had gotten in connection with potential sponsors f~r the detainees if they were released, an important
factor m the INS decision.
The final INS decision for each detainee will not be
available for over six weeks, and even then the detainee will
have to surmount the hurdles ofsponsorship or halfway-house
waiting lists.
For the law students that took part in the process, gratification will not take so long. "'twas a fantastic experience to
represent someone who is relying on you for help. It put law
school in perspective; said Englander.

Keep Responses Reasonable
By Scott Eric Gessler
After reading last week's replies to Ann Coulter's letter,
I was struck by what seems to be a recurri ng phenomenon immature, personal attacks on those who voice their opinions
in The Res Gestae. Last week's letters were a good example.
Twooutofthree authors called Coulternasty names and spent
more time analyzing her grammar than responding to the
merits of her argument.
As the target of two unfair replies, I can empathize with
those who have made what they though was a pretty good
argument, only to be trashed by a law student who needs to
vent his'her emotional frustrations on the opinion pages of
this newspaper. Because law students are older than undergrads and also selected from among the best undergraduate
students, it seems reasonable to assume that most would be
intelligent and mature. After reading a lot of the replies
written in the RG, I unfortunately find it hard to defend those
assumptions. Law students - the same people who are
educated to think and reason logically- all too often resort to
petty, ad homiMm attacks.
Why is this so? Explanations such as immaturity,
stunted emotional growth, and just plain meanness are too
easy and simplistic. Justifying emotional attacks as appropriate responses to emotional arguments misses the point - it's
not the passion that is a problem, but rather the pettiness. In
short, it seems that personal attacks on students reflect a
basic lack of civility and decency. Personal attacks might be
fun to read, but do they really accomplish much more than piss
ofT the victim while giving the attacker a smug sense of
fulfillment? Besides, they're just not very nice. If some of the
respondents really thought for a moment their targets might
be people who don't kick babies and small animals, don't take

Reader Decries Inappropriate Attitude of RG
To the Editor:

In response to a number ofcartoons and opinion pieces
that have been directly or subtly aimed at various ethnic
groups, it is truly time to scream!
The past year these cartoons and opinion pieces have
attempted to in fer, if not blatantly state, negative attitudes
toward a number of various ethnic groups.
This type of journalism is inappropriate and, in the
law-school newspaper, intolerable. The opinion pieces
have utilized conclusory statements or premises about race
and ethnicity in the name of humor or insight.
I tis a disgrace to this institution and a disservice to our
professors to attempt to discuss substantive issues utilizing conclusory statements based on race and ethnicity. As
every professor has made emphatically clear in class and
on exams, such analysis is not productive, persuasive or
"lawyer-like."
It is a sad commentary that in an institution of this
stature s uch analysis is the mainstay of this paper's opinion section.
As has been often eloquently stated, "A mind is a
precious thing to waste: There is no question that to
present issues dependent on stereotypical inaccuracies
about race and ethnicity is wasteful.
However , another question arises when such inaccuracies are used to promote humor or evaluate opinions of
issues.
Is that the best a mind can do?
Robin French

perverse satisfaction in offending others, and are loved ~
their mothers, perhaps a few would have responded ir. ._
intelligent fashion. So, my advice is, the next time ~
exceptionally angry and huffy person decides to write a r,
sponse, (s)he should take a deep breath, recite the H.:.
Against Perpetuities, and then try to figure out the merits;
the argument. It isn't too difficult, and creates a far leal
acrimonious atmosphere.
We also should not overlook the labels and epithets s:
carelessly bandied about. Respondents often unfairly aCCl!S<
their targets of wrath as racist, sexist, homophobic, as we:c:
other less widespread terms. (For example, ass kisserspr~·
to mind.) Happily, the opinion pages of this paper are c:o:;
rntional_than those of the _Mi_ch~gan Daily. But, tbisisofE_~
consolatiOn, for even 1n this lim1ted forum, the terms have .IE
much of their meamng. Is a person really homophobic :!s!l
advocates the "right" of the CIA to interview on campus, e-.·c::
though that organization does not hire homosexuals? In shu:
it is easy (even cowardly) to hide behind labels such as these
while it is far more difficult to grapple with the merits ~ c:
argument. Issues \vill not go away simply because the onew~l
raised them is called a derogatory term.
In the end, my gripes center around the discontimi.:
between what this law school is supposed to stand for a::i
some of the students it seems to create. Law is supposed to~
a rational exercise. And, this student body prides itself :G
belonging to one of the nations elite law schools. As a reSU::
a lot of students suffer from the conceit (rightfully so, Igue-...:
that they have both the ability and opportunity to make ar.
impact on society. In lightofthls, it disappoints me toseeSUC:
childish attacks on those with the courage to express IW
opinion.

Help.

ChOties.

ChCh:ans.
eM Trees.

OurTo.vns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our Air.
Our~tains.

CM Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams.
Our Desens.
Our Lakes.
Our Tonurows.

Give a hoot.

Don't pollute.
Foresl Service, US.QA. 18
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Finalists

Debate Surrogacy Issues

continued from page ONE
esented by the team of Aidan Synnott and
. t he 'muSica
. I accholas Stasevich (desptte
lllpaniment' provided by State Street tra~c
d fraternities). Synnott opened by statmg
nce the statute denied the plaintiffof a right
privacy, a compelling state interest must be
ov.n. Responding to Judge Fletcher,
nnott distinguished selling services of pros:ution from selling services of surrogacy by
alingthat therelationshipin prostitution "is
?tarelationship to be protected" as opposed
marital relationships which do merit proon.

First place finisher Cathy Bencivenga
the plain;seeking to enforce the surrogacy contract.
er arguments stressed the similarity be;.:en surrogate parents and foster parentld, while distinguishing statutes prohibitg sales of human organs. Responding to
-e Betty Fletcher, currently of the Ninth
mcit, Bencivengo argued that prohibiting
)ment would be like saying "you can have
abortion, but only if you can find a physian who will do it for free ... that is you can do
J<!!ed the competition, arguing for

it but the physician who will do it will be few
and. far between."
Instead of a constitutional ban on compensation, Bencivengo argued that other
regulations such as screening and legal representation of all parties involved would be sufficient to reach the state's interest.
When asked by Judge Marvin Frankel,
formerly of a justice of the Southern District
of New York, whether the adverse ruling of
the Whitehead "Baby M" case invalidated her
client's contract, Bencivengo firmly distinguished the two cases, keeping the Whitehead
case narrowly construed to only artificial insemination cases( where the surrogate mother
donated halfthe genetic material for the child,
not mere gestational "services").
Following the arguments, a reception was
held for competitors, justices, winners of the
Case Club Awards, professors and local honoraries. The reception featured very fine catering by "The Moveable Feast" while a harpist
played for the guests and finalists.
This year's argument centered on a fictional contract for surrogacy gone awry. The
facts of the case of Malone v. Peterson were

Law Review to

Hold Open House

similar to the late-breaking Baby M case recently decided by the New Jersey Supreme
Court. However, the case debated here concerned not artificial insemination, but an implantation of a fertilized ova originating from
Mr. and Mrs. Malone. Mrs. Malone was
unable to carry a child, according to the statement given the contestants, and thus the
Malone's chose to hire a surrogate mother to
carry a baby from their ova and sperm until
birth. Mrs. Peterson, the contracted surrogate, changed her mind during the pregnancy
about reHnquishing the child after birth, and
the Malones sued for custody.
The trial court found the contract void,
but a unanimous appellate court overturned
the decision. The Malones were awarded
complete custody based on a best interest test.
The issues to being debated were thus
whether 1.) a state statute prohibiting the
formation of contracts for compensation for
surrogate motherhood was constitutional and
2.) whether an appellate court's appHcation of
a 'best interest test' to determine custody was
appropriate under the circumstances.

Spec_~~l

Election
to be Held

The Law School Student Senate will
hold a special election next Monday to appoint a second Jaw student to the Board of
GQvernors. 2L Brian Geringher will run
uncontested for the position, which was
vacated by current LSSS President Danielle
Carr when she took office last March.
The BOG position involves one or two
meetings per term with the Lawyers' Club
Board of Governors and weekly meetings
with the LSSS. BOG reps are LSSS members and do not need to be Lawyer's Club
residents. However, only 2L's may run for
this position. lL John Moore was elected
last April, and to fill the LSSS constitutional
requirements a 2L must take the vacant
seat.
Also, a referendum on whether firms
should be allowed to offer optional dress
interviews will be held. For example, if a
finn was not interested in having interviewees wear suits, but dress casually if they
chose, it might note that on the interview
time schedule.
Alllawstudentsareencouraged tovote.
Polling will begin outside Room 100.

Toilet Paper: We Still Dominate

Continued from p a ge SIXTEEN
(I'm not talking about the garden variety sneeze, but the kind
The Michigan Law Review will be conducting an Open cannot rival those of the students. I don't know how some profs that pierces ear drums, shatters windows and blows off
~use on Friday, April 15 from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. in the
keep straight faces up there! Whether they should explode toupees.), and fart (this is tragic, especially for the students
all)'ers' Club faculty dining room. The staff of the Law with anger or laughter I have no idea.
sitti ng near the offender . This is one of those horribly embarAiew will be present to answer questions concerning selecI've been in front of a classroom as well as a student in rassing things that a class tries to ignore, but can't).
on criteria and responsibilities of staff members. Applica- one. I've seen people pick their nose (to the point that I
My worse fault is that I get very sleepy. This has nothing
oos will be made available, and all inLerested entrants are thought they were going to discover treasure), disrobe(no, not to do with the profs (well what do you want me to say? These
.trouraged to attend.
all the way. That reminds me, I once asked a law school are the people that could make my life a living hell!), but my
Kevtn Kennedy, Editor-in-Chief of Lhe Law Review, janitor what was the strangest thing he found while cleaning natural body rhythm. I wonder ifany profhas ever noticed the
!!lments, "'n formulating the Law Review selection criteria, up. The answer: a bra. GQ figure, apply make-up, twist their toothpicks holding my eyes open? Or the weird ways I have of
"Ennted to de-em phasize grades to the extent possible." As hair rhythmically, twitch, tug at thei r facial hair (usuallyonly keeping myself awake (slapping myself, turning my eyelids
resul~ the MLR has reordered the emphasis of criteria from males can do this), scratch, contort their faces with their inside out, soaking my feet in cold water, sticking my finger in
e1ious years, basing selection primarily on the strength of hands, brush their hair, stare blatantly at the clock, fall the nearest light socket, etc ...)? I"m sure they have, because
.tries tn the writing competition. uonly afte r examining the asleep (which is particularly distressing for profs, but very although we think we're an just another face in the sea, when
tingsamples are grades taken into account, with the order humorous for other students, especiallyifnoisesand drool are the prof is up there, he/she can (almost) see all. Scary, isn't it?
il:eGPA'saffected by the scores in the writing competition." involved), drink and spill beverages, read magazines, do
Holy cow! !just realized why I am so enamored with those
~ription of staff selection procedures is currently avail- crossword puzzles and numerous other normal and not so new TP dispensers: I've actually seen them before. The ones
leon reserve in the Law Library.
I saw were at Oxford and made of white metal. I remember
normal things.
I have heard students snore (this always rips a class up), being shocked by their size (itmade me wonder a bit about the
hiccup (I think that this really distracts profs. You can tell, differences between Brits and Yanks ...). You know, even our
because their sentences start to fall into the rhythm of the modern models can't top those post WWII ones. Why? Theirs
hiccups.), crack their knuckles (THE WORST), burp, sneeze had ashtrays on top.
continued from page ONE
on's decision in McCluskey v. Georgia was worse or as bad
iGeJr decision in Dred Scott," which launched his lecture on
lrurrent difficulties of proving a violation under the Equal
ernment experience to the job, along time writing the book, and he wasn't
continued from page ELEVEN
·'«non Clause of the 14th Amendment.
Glven his disagreement with the Court's stand on the would never be satisfied, and that Jus- with a wonderful sense of humor. He's quite s ure what he should do and was
s:riminatory purpose/effect distinction, Chambers seemed tice Stevens was satisfied. Actually, that also an accomplished artist and sculptor; seeking the Judge's advice. The Judge
.:~eomfortable in entering the professor mode and allowing happened very rarely. In almost all the the clerks really got the sense that we was a very good sport about all these
Ken Dintzer to attempt to define workable boundaries for situations where I disagreed with Jus- were working with a Renaissance man in things.
Q. And he never did turnabout?
<.!s~ing violations. A foray that, despite Ointzer's efforts, tice Stevens initially, he ended up per- the 20th century.
A.
Actually, he did. But I won't tell you
There's an institution in the Coffin
csdoomed.
s uadi ng me that I was wrong; in a few
what
he did.
chambers
of
April
Fools
Day
jokes,
which
.Chambers earned a Masters degree in history at the cases, I ended up persuading him to
had been carried on for five or six years
~ rsity of Michigan before entering the North Carolina change his mind.
before my term with the Judge. The first
~h~l, where he edited the Law Review and graduated Q. How many clerks were there?
>itnhisclass. He has also earned an LL.M from Columbia A. Justice Stevens had just two; most of was a phony law clerk application from a
prisoner in California, who supposedly
deonducted lectures in law at Harvard, Pennsylvania, and the j ustices had four.
continue d from page ONE
had
arranged with his warden to be able
What
was
the
FirstCircuitclerkship
Q.
!nmbia. This spurred rumors about him seeking, or being
to do release time in the Judge's cham· spectrum. Several will work in prosecul!fed,a position at the Law School. However, when asked if like?
\'as entertaining such thoughts, Chambers was clear in A. The Coffin clerkship was really very bers, as long as he was chained to the tors' offices, including the U.S.
~nse. "No," he said.
Attorney's Strike Force in New York.
special. He has an extraordinary per- desk.
My year, the Judge had written a Other employers include the NAACP
t _This comment and others of a more personal nature came sonal background: he was a Member of
l.t~hismformal discussion with students in the Law Club Congress for two terms, was part of critical book review of a book by Profes- Legal Defense and Education Fund, the
ednesday. He talked about the "War Chamber" that he A.I.D. (Agency for International Devel- sor Calabresi at Yale, and we doctored up Michigan Organization for Human
fin the hall where the Bork hearings were held, which opment) in the Kennedy administration, a phony letter from Calabresi, suying Rights, the Sierra Club Legal Defense
hi hed him to monitor all that was happening, a measure and then became a judge in the 60's. He that he had r ead the review, was com· Fund, and numerous legal aid offices
brOUght that inCTPOihlP hrPArJt'h nf anv. nlotolv nor.:u ~rlot-1 t'h .... t- 'hn',l ...........;..,..J \.. : ...
c he felt helped win an important victory.

NAACP Top Attorney
Speaks to Law School

Lehman Talks Classes, Courts & Careers
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Kaplan-SMH spring
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April 22nd. With a $50
registration deposit you get:
• Up to $200 off our full course
prices for 1st year students!
• $100 to $150 off ou r full course
price for 2nd year students!
• SMH Law School Summaries I or II,
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law for standard law school
courses!
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A sentiment we can all agree on, I'm sure. And it doesn't have to end because of
graduation! Keep that feeling alive, without the threat of final exams looming over
your head, b y subscribing to the Res Gestae. Mailed directly to your home or office,
the RG will keep you informed on how things have (or haven't) changed in Ann Arbor, Mich., while you continue to enjoy favorit~ features such as "Law in the Raw",
crossword puzzles that Einstein couldn't solve, and commentary you've come to
expect from Ann Arbor's Oldest Law School weekly. All this for the low, low price
of $10 per term. Or, if you prefer, order one full year of the RG for only $15. That's
a 25% savings!! So do something for yourself. Subscribe to the Res Gestae.

Yes, I'll take one semester of the
RG at the low price of $10.
I'll go one better- give me one
year of the RG for only $15. I
realize I'll save 25%.
Send this a d and a check made payable to the Res Gestae to Hutchins Hall, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1215.
Or drop it by the office, Room 700B Legal Research, if that's more convenient.

Name :--------------------------------------------------Addres s: ________________________________
City:_ _ _ _ __ State: _ __ Zip: _ __
Telephone #: ________________________________________
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Analyzing Why Some Things Occur
By Pam Heatlie
Every year it happens without my noticing. Sometime be·
tween the end of December and the middle of Febr uary people
take down their Christmas decorations.
Why do I always miss this yearly event? Mom says it's
because I don't pay attention to the little things in life. I
DON'T PAY A'ITENTION TO THE LITTLE THINGS IN
LIFE? Me? A law student who actually scrutinizes cases and
statutes? (Well, should scrutinize ...) She's right, 1 don't pay
attention to little things dealing with real life, but I'm trying
to reform. In a delayed Ne w Year's Resolution I'm removing
my head from the cloud oflegal oblivion ...
What was the first thing I noticed in my new state? New
toilet paper dispensers throughout the Jaw school! Gone are
the normal sized rolls. Enter the Mammoth rolls in the
Mammoth containers.
Noticing things like this is making my life richer. Mom
also said that I should try not only to notice things, but
understand the reasons for their existence or non-existence.
OK, here are these beyond huge rolls ofTP in place of the
size suited to the needs of the Average American. My room·
mate says it's to keep people from stealing them, butifyou ask
me these new and improved models are more likely to be
stolen. Who wouldn't want to be the first one on the block to
have one of these babies? It's like having a Maserati as
opposed to a Pi nto. Sure, you could use the old ones in the most
obvious sense, but these ne w ones have real entertainment
value. Just thi nk, you could put it on the coffee table and have
one hot conversation piece. You could call up Guiness and get
in the book for having the biggest/longest lasting roll of TP
ever! The thief could have fame and fortune and everything
that goes with it!
My own theory is that the U is trying to save money by
only paying people to change the rolls once a year. This may
not be the answer, though, since all ofthe money they save will
be spent on hernia operations for the poor TP changers.
Another possible excuse is that the administration is
trying to give students a varied and diverse experience. That
flies.
. About this whole TP thing: You know, you can really
discover a lot about countries merely by examini ng their TP.
In France, I found that generally the TP was like waxed paper.
Does this mean the French would rather spend their money on
a good bottle of wine than White Cloud? Wise people.
One country I distinctly remember is Poland. In this
instance it wasn't the quality ofTP, but lack of. To the Poles'
defense, I must say that I truly believe this to be an economic
rather than cultural, circumstance. In Poland, the Ameri~
dollar paves the road leading to TP.

Law in the Raw

By examining US TP one can see that we are an economi·
cally fit (?) count ry that is luxury oriented. You know the old
question ..."Do you have softer, more absorbent and
squeezable toilet paper now than you did four years ago?• Oh
the US really is the melting pot; all kinds ofTP here.
What about the quality of the law school TP? It's the same
old industrial strength stuff, but in a bigger container. In a
word-blah. Pretty accurate for the Jaw school, wouldn't you
say?
I guess bigger isn't better, just more noteworthy.
So, what else have I noticed lately? How about those gods
of the lawthatstandbefore the class day in and day out? Being
the unobservant soul that I am, I rarely, if ever, notice what
a professor wears or his mannerisms (no, I'm not being sexist!
I just have never had a female law professor ... ). Well, I did
notice when one of my profs showed up to class with his fly
undone-but even then, it was a neighbor that pointed it out.
Was it funny? Not really. Ifelt prettybad fortheguy, knowing
t hat when he found out he'd realize that we had all noticed.
What a bummer, it's almost as bad as having TP sticking out
of the back of your pants (which also reputedly happened, but
I wasn't there).
Anyway, professors are really different in their styles of
dress and man nerisms. UnlikeTP, clothes and gestures don't
really make statements about the profs (except J ohn Reed, as

I'm sure you all agree. Who didn't come to class with bai~.
breath just to sec what he'd be wearing? Who didn't admir
him every time he hitched up his pant leg before sitting? 'lb.;
was a man I noticed even before my awakened state, wh.;c~
saying a lot. Prof. Reed's wardrobe and mannerisms mate~
his style to a tee.).
This doesn't mean that other profs don't dress well ( fm !
great admirer of a few profs' tie collections), but usua!h· c
prof's dress won't tip off his teaching style or temperan:;n:
That's why students don't run around askingifProf. Xw~
suits with ties or polo shirts and jeans. Pity, it sure wou':
make picking classes easier...but that's another column.
And what about students? We have the pleasure r
scrutinizing profs for a full hour, but they also get to stare m:
at us. How many of us have thought to make a prof'sdaybetti'!
by wearing his/her favorite color? I certainly don't. I feel~ :
get all of my clothes on and there's a semblance o~ cri.J:r
coordination, I've done my bit. I must say, thatsomeda\·s rglad in the peanut gallery!
•
Wardrobe aside, students are fascinating. Some prdi
have interesting gestures, like flapping their arms or lm!U.·
ing the Scales of Justice. If any profs are reading this Yez:.
right.) please don't think I'm criticizing. I, for one, Jove VlS"aids. However, no matter what the profs do, their act:r-J
See TP page FIFrEEN

bitting in consecutive games
catcher,, :: .
. · .·
:3. On'AUgust 4,1985i this nln·v<>i'''"
.·.
·
and it seems to
with a single of'f Frank Viola
for oldUncle Charlie ~be going on an extended vacation. He's 4. ln the 1986 Ali..StarGam he:ieq\Jrat11ed
decid~d ~ .use the,,~~~tu,~ to t:,J;ayel the circujts_a~d !1C9u:(;?P Hubbell by retiring five co11secut1ve
new tidp1,ts of ba$~~ll tpyhi:for the stretcrCdnve wlWiri'W~''f ()ut$.1:"fW.ho.· ~t dbwn ,
return August. Cha'rles does
you to keep an eye outfoi : Whitiiklr a~d Hi~~r& in SU<:Cet~SH)n b'efo1re}jtfr:bj
stumpers also, as .submissions are always welcome. }{ere's ott grounded o\lt?
this week editionj happy trails!
5. Who tied Rennie Stennett's ··
5 ~rr~t ·
'Ji~l.ofFamei ,:z.
·· , hits in 'two
·
4 Corred
A.lFStar ' "''{h:·'
Hi~t~"d:I;;$ at)
3 Correct
·Team Stopper
ANSWJ!;RS .
2 Correct
Valuable Platoon Player
1. Al Downing was~rOQk.ie
1 Correct
Clutch Pinch-Hitter
.
Marishit#61. He
oCorrect
N_eed mor~
expeticnc~ik ·
over theJ~fttl~ld
QUESTIONS
2. Benrrl~ Sruitiagc}.
1. He was in tbe ballpark when Roger Maris' broke Babe game hitting streaklru.-t year O''J!l"at.OICIJ,!
Ruth's single season HR record a_nd he was also present when ors.
Hank Aaron bro'ke t~e Bambino's, career HR mark. Name.tbis S. Future Hall. of Famer ~:':':):(~~nJ:;
pitcher. .
'· :
··
·
·
4. F~mktao ValeiG~ela
m~ers~t'',

in

want

M.A

2. He was the NL Rookie of theYear and holds tbe record for

5. Kirby Puckett of the

Twins.

By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer

Honest, Officer, this is how it really
Lost, but not forgotten
happened!
When confronted with official-looking forms, ordinarily com- Wayne Drummond, who is serving a life sentence in Arkansas
petent, confident and well-spoken adults regress immedi- f~r .kidnap and rape and who had been a pretrial victim of
ately to that long-ago day when they were summoned to the vtgtlantes whocastratedhim, filed a lawsuitin Little Rock last
principle's office. As a result, according to someone who fall against the local sherriff for unreasonable search and
knows from experience, victims tell amazing stories about seiz~re and for violating his right to privacy. The sheriff,
Coohdge Conlee, had recovered Dumond's testicles from the
a uto accidents:
"The other car collided with mine without giving warning of floor of his house on the night of the castration and had
pr.eserved the':' in a jar, which he showed to civic groups in
its int-ention," or
"The guy was all over the road. I had to swerve several times cnme-preve ntion speeches; after initial complaints by
Dumond, Conlee photographed the testicles and then publicly
before I hit him."
Sometimes, the mundane causes accidents, "In an attempt to flushed them down a toilet.
kill a fly, I drove into a telephone pole."
News of the Weird
Often, objects have strange effects on drivers, "I pulled away
from the side of the road, glanced at my mother-in-Jaw and
headed over the embankment," or "As I reached an intersection, a hedge sprange up, obscuring my vision," or the best of
all, "An invisible car came out of nowhere, struck my car and On April 17, a kosher deli, called Mavens Kosher Court, will
vanished."
open in Cambridge, Mass. What is unusual about this is that
among
the partners in the project are s ix lawyers (including
Chicago Tribune, February 25, 1988

Bet they serve lots of tongue. . .

those well-known bologna purveyors, Profs. Arthur R. MC
and Alan M Dershowitz of Harvard). Their offerings
include a Talmudic Dilemma (half corned beef, half
trami), and a Chief Justice Burger.

New York Times, April 6,

The First Annual Law in the
Cliffhanger!
Why was an arrest warrant issued for Ed Meese ir. L
Angeles in 1985?
a.) He failed to pay a five-year old speeding tick
b.) He failed to pay a five-year old jaywalking
c.) Larry F1ynt accused him of stealing the y·
Morgan tapes.
d. ) It was an April Fools' joke arranged by
President.
The answer will be given when Law in the Raw returnsir.
fall (if Ed Meese is still around by then!)

New Republic, February 28, 19~

